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In order to fully utilize the advantage of the status that most of tax information 
systems have been centralized in the provincial level, further strengthening the 
application ability of tax business integration data, HuBei National Tax Revenue 
expects to construct a comprehensive analysis system. This system is realized based 
on data warehouse technique, it not only improves the strength and depth of data 
analysis but also provides more favorable support and protection for leadership 
decision-making in tax administration, and finally to achieve the goals of Tax 
collection management scientific and Meticulous . 
The construction of the system consists of four parts: data’s ETL(data extraction, 
transformation and loading), data warehouse storage, front display and background 
control .It mainly includes the design and implementation of data warehouse, ETL 
process, the comprehension analysis’s overall page layout, work desktop page, 
analytical conditions set, background functionality module maintenance, users and 
rights maintenance, basic data maintenance, etc. 
The key research in this thesis is the establishment of data warehouse, ETL 
processor and the implementation of mainly function modules: 
1. Data warehouse construction. work out the data warehouse implementation 
strategy,  identification business topics, established data marts for the key sectors of 
tax collection and management, planning and statistics, the turnover tax .And then 
completed the data warehouse model design and build on those basis. 
2. Design and implementation of ETL. according to ETL general model, using 
SQL scripts and Stored procedures to achieve the data’s extraction、transformation and 
loading. The system extraction data include household registration information, tax 
collection, tax base, invoices, audit which comes from CTAIS, Anti-counterfeiting tax 
control system, Audit co-investigation system, the Export tax rebate system and Tax 
administrator system. And then, the data can be transformed according to certain rules 















3. Implementation of management functions. In the thesis the Design and 
implementation of system’s front and background functions are described in 
detail .These management functions include: the overall page layout, working desktop 
page, setting of analysis conditions, maintenance of users and permissions, 
maintenance of function module etc. 
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